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Director Chong Tze Chien and actor Oliver Chong from The Finger Players,
together with performers Antonio Ianniello (Italy) and Nambi E. Kelley (United
States), begin the piece on a note of intimate intrigue that soon unfolds into
something quite spectacularly infinite in the space of 90 minutes.
The play revolves around a Rome-born, New York-based transvestite Martina
(Ianniello) and his adopted African American daughter, Eve (Kelley).
He is diagnosed with stomach cancer and, in his attempt to reconcile with his
daughter, traverses through centuries and relationships past.
The lives of Eve and Martina are like concentric circles nested in each other,
where the slightest kink in each circle magnifies every time another ring is added
to the growing ripple - spelling certain apocalyptic doom.
Eve's cat, played to playful perfection by Oliver Chong, is the only one attuned to
the mistakes that Martina has made in this life and the lives before and the fate
that befalls this family, but is unable to intervene, given that (a) he is a cat, and
(b) he speaks only Mandarin (or hisses and meows, depending).
Whether Martina is experiencing divine visions or hallucinations from his
treatment remains open to interpretation, which allows for fact and fantasy to sit
nicely together.
The production design is masterful, and there is some truly beautiful work from
lighting designer Lim Woan Wen and sound designer Darren Ng, who performs
live on stage.
Not everything fits together perfectly. There are several philosophical diversions
that point out, a little frustratingly, what has already been laid out clearly on
stage.
To return to Nietzsche: His thought experiments are echoed in the work of Czech
writer Milan Kundera, who toys with the idea of eternal return in his novel The
Unbearable Lightness Of Being, in which he describes feeling a disturbing and
profound sense of reconciliation with Hitler - a "moral perversity".

